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Don’t Lose Your Keys: Exploring the Transition from Harpsichord to Piano

Looking within the Western classical music sphere, there is one type of instrument that
has proven for centuries now to be versatile and omnipresent: the keyboard. In one form or
another, the keyboard has found a place in sacred and secular music alike, as an ensemble
member with other instrumentalists, with vocalists, and as a solo instrument in its own right.
Perhaps it’s no wonder that this is the case given that there are a few different keyboard
instruments to choose from, and hypothetically a musician that can play one can play them all.
For the purposes of this paper, I will focus primarily on the harpsichord and the piano, as
well as the evolution between the two. While the harpsichord is usually limited to performance of
historical music, the piano is allowed to play old and new music alike, regardless of whether the
piano even existed at the time a piece of music was composed. Why? In this paper I will discuss
the eighteenth century’s desire to develop a new instrument and the steady replacement of the
harpsichord with the piano. To put this in context, there will also be discussion of the different
musical styles that coincided with these changes. Given this historical context, how should
modern performers interpret historical compositions?
To begin, let’s look at how the harpsichord actually produces sound. It, along with similar
instruments such as the virginal or spinet, is considered a “quilled” instrument whose metal
strings are plucked by a “plectrum traditionally cut from bird quill but occasionally of leather or
metal (or plastic in most modern instruments), protruding from a small wooden tongue” (Koster).
This plectrum serves the same function as the hammer that exists in a grand piano and is
responsible for the distinct sound of quilled instruments. However the rest of the mechanics are
similar in that they are actuated by the upward force of the far, internal end of the keys, which

are actually long levers that pivot in the middle when the exterior end is depressed by a
musician (see diagram).

Diagram of Harpsichord action, image from PianoLIT

The harpsichord’s plucked action does, though, allow some variations that are not possible on
pianos: Many harpsichords actually feature two keyboards (called “manuals,” shared with organ
terminology), with each keyboard employing its own set of strings (or “choirs”) actuated by its
own set of plectra (Koster). These separate manuals (see fig. 2 below) can be played separately
or they may be coupled together by the performer, essentially doubling the sound, to allow some
variance in tone and dynamic more appropriate to the repertoire or size of the ensemble the
instrument may be part of.

Fig. 2 Harpsichord by Joannes Ruckers, Antwerp, 1638. Photo by John Koster.

As early as the sixteenth century, some harpsichords had also begun to include multiple choirs
of strings. Instrument makers included different choirs at different pitch levels, pitched at 8 feet
as well as 4 feet. These terms come to us literally, denoting the length of the lowest string of a
given choir (C2 as we would call it today), as being 8 feet or 4 feet long. Pitches played on an
8-foot choir sound as written, while pitches played on a 4-foot choir sound one octave higher
than written, and these choirs could be played separately as well as coupled together to change
the overall color or add harmonic brilliance, even giving the instrument a more ensemble-like
quality all on its own (Koster).

The harpsichord, as it would be recognized today, was invented in or shortly before 1397
by Hermann Poll in Vienna. Poll referred to his instrument as the “clavicembalum,” and though it
was likely smaller than the instruments of later eras, it quickly spread through Europe and
reached relative standardization by about 1500 (Koster). Jumping ahead to the Baroque era, the
harpsichord had already been well-established and accepted for some time for various
purposes, only overshadowed by pipe organs in church settings. There did exist some small
“portable” organs, but these were not very commonly used since performance venues at the

time typically already had pipe organs installed (Raurich). As an interesting side note, the
so-called “portative” organs often seen in modern baroque ensembles are a twentieth-century
invention, powered by electricity, that are rarely modeled after historic examples, sometimes
causing confusion between them and the actual portative organs of the medieval period
(Raurich). Nonetheless, although pipe organs were commonplace, they were limited to the
places in which they were already installed, as they required a large infrastructure and
thousands of pipes. The harpsichord then had a great advantage in that it was comparatively
portable, and more importantly, cheaper and didn’t require installation.
By the Baroque era the harpsichord had been effectively perfected, not receiving any
further fundamental changes, though instrument makers did make some adjustments and
additions to basic designs. It was during this period that composers began deliberately placing
greater emphasis on techniques of composition and performance “to enhance the expressive
possibilities of plucked instruments” (Koster). In 1716 for example, the prominent French
composer of keyboard music Francois Couperin published his L’art de Toucher le Clavecin (The
Art of Playing the Harpsichord). Consisting of several short example compositions with
accompanying instructions on fingering and ornamentation, Couperin had essentially written a
method book on how to perform his works “in the style most suitable to them.” In the writings
included in L’art de Toucher, Couperin goes on to insist on the “”suppleness” and “gentleness of
touch” (“souplesse” and “Douceur du Toucher”) with which, by subtle timing and articulation, the
player could give “soul” (“L’àme”) to the harpsichord” (qtd. in Koster). Through this and other
examples, Couperin and his contemporaries showed a clear sense of respect for the
harpsichord as a solo instrument, capable of being featured in its own performances and
deserving of its own compositions.
Importantly however, the harpsichord was also adopted into another role:
accompaniment. In the Baroque era this was primarily defined by the basso continuo, that is to
say, continuous bass. In an ensemble, one component of this would simply be the bass line

played by the lowest voice(s) present, such as cello, violone, or even bassoon (Johnson). Any
of these instruments playing an isolated bassline is certainly an important component of an
ensemble, but the harpsichord was a unique addition here in that it could expand that bassline
into full harmonies. As most music majors will have encountered at some point in their music
theory classes, the basso continuo part was notated using a system called figured bass. This
consisted of a written bass line, which for the keyboardist would be played in their left hand, and
a series of “figures” that instructed them in what harmonies to play (Johnson).

Example of figured bass from mymusictheory.com

In the example above, the figured bass below the first pitch (E) indicates that the keyboardist
should play the pitches a diatonic 4th and 6th above that E, which would be A and C#
respectively, creating an A Major chord. A seasoned harpsichordist however would take it a few
steps further than that. The performer would expand a given harmony, doubling notes across
octaves to create a fuller sound, and more importantly, improvising the specific rhythms with
which they played the harmonies above the fixed bass line, often adding ornamentation on top.
Not only did this allow more stylistic freedom, but it also meant that the harpsichordist defined
the beat for the ensemble by setting the tempo and by the fact that the conductor and
harpsichordist in smaller ensembles were typically the same person (Johnson). Interestingly,
this basso continuo method is nearly identical to practices seen in jazz music. In a jazz
ensemble, a piano is regularly included as part of the rhythm section, along with standup bass.
Together they play a bass line and unified harmonic structure, while the pianist is simultaneously

allowed to improvise how they fill out the chords above, providing the accompaniment (or
“comping”) to the soloist. Although jazz features markedly more improvisation, this is a good
example of how integral the keyboard has become and how similar practices have become a
mainstay through the centuries, even as styles change.

Speaking of the piano, at this point we might begin to consider its origins, and the
transition that began to happen. Though the harpsichord had become ubiquitous, clearly at
some point there had grown a desire for a new type of keyboard instrument with different
capabilities, as evident today by the now ubiquitousness of the piano. When was “the piano”
invented though? The instrument ultimately resulted from experimentation over some time, but
the first definitive example had been built by 1700. Though the piano is hypothetically capable of
filling any of the same roles as various quilled instruments, it is clear that there was desire for
more dynamic capabilities, as evident by the 8’ and 4’ settings mentioned earlier. While this is
an interesting capability that isn’t shared with the piano, and undoubtedly added a unique
texture to Baroque music, the harpsichord would have lacked other nuances or sensitivities that
composers and performers needed, especially moving through the late Baroque and into the
Classical period. The sudden changes in volume as a harpsichordist switched between choirs
might have sufficed in the time of terraced dynamics, but what about more subtle changes? This
seems to be the defining need that brought about the piano, and we even have a single inventor
to point to: Bartolomeo Cristofori. Cristofori served as an “instrument maker to the crown prince
Ferdinando Maria de Medici of the grand duchy of Tuscani” who by 1700 had produced “a
harpsichord, of new invention, that plays soft and loud” (Parakilas 7). Indeed, that’s exactly what
this new ‘Pianoforte’ did.
The principal difference between the harpsichord and piano is the way in which they
actually cause musical sound to happen. Unlike the plucking action of quilled instruments, the
piano contains hammers that physically strike the strings. On these earliest pianos, the hammer

consisted of a wood head, with the striking surface covered with leather to soften the sound
(Parakilas 13). Although it took perhaps a few decades to overtake the harpsichord, Cristofori
did find success in selling his instruments during his lifetime. In 1711, author Scipione Maffei
published an article describing Cristofori’s new instrument in the Giornale de’ letterati d’Italia of
Venice, the “most fashionable new intellectual journal on the Italian peninsula” (Parakilas 10).
This same article was also translated and published in Johann Mattheson’s Critica Musica in
1725, possibly helping the piano spread to Germanic lands as well (Parakilas 10). In his article,
Maffei describes the pianoforte’s design and unique ability: “by applying different kinds and
degrees of force to its keys, the player can control ‘not only the volume, but also the diminution
and variety of the sound, as if on a cello’” (qtd. In Parakilas 10). This gave Cristofori all the
publicity he needed, and the piano would eventually come to be known worldwide.
In today’s world, the inventor of a new instrument would likely file an international patent,
maintaining control over its production. In the early eighteenth century however, no such
agreements yet existed. Though patents had previously been granted, they were localized and
wouldn’t have protected Cristofori’s invention outside of Tuscany (Parakilas 8). This however
didn’t matter much, since the technological capabilities of the time, and of the piano itself, didn’t
lend themselves to mass production. Such instruments that would have been unique and
expensive were typically only built on commission, made to order for wealthy patrons (Parakilas
9). Even if Cristofori had sole control over the production and reproduction of his new invention,
he likely wouldn’t have been able to profit very much from it, as they had to be carefully built by
individual craftspeople. This, though, would actually be one contributing factor to the piano’s
growth in popularity. Cristofori’s lack of means of mass production actually led to an unusual bid
for recognition: through communication with the press, he released a very detailed and accurate
description of his new instrument, purposefully allowing other instrument makers to reproduce it
and see for themselves how revolutionary it could be (Parakilas 10). This allowed the piano to

spread to new locales, achieving wider exposure than Cristofori would have otherwise been
able to obtain as a single manufacturer.
Even as the piano reached new countries, however, it continued to spend the next five
decades or so as something of a novelty, primarily used by wealthy buyers in private settings
(Parakilas 17). The first music published specifically for the piano was printed in 1732, the same
year as Cristofori’s death. This was a set of twelve piano sonatas, written by Lodovico Giustini
for Dom Antonio de Braganca, the younger brother of the king of Portugal (Parakilas 17). This
trend continued, and even nearer the end of the eighteenth century publishers would still
commonly market sheet music for sale as suitable for either piano or harpsichord (Parakilas 17).
Even while it remained uncommon, the piano was encountered by now-famous composers
nonetheless. In the 1730s, instrument maker Gottfried Silbermann presented one to J.S. Bach,
who suggested some improvements and even composed a single fugue for the piano, but never
adopted the instrument since he didn’t have any market for such compositions (Parakilas 19).
Even Bach’s son, Carl Philipp Emanuel, continued to favor the clavichord (an instrument that
resembled the harpsichord, but was usually a little smaller with a softer tone) over the piano as
a composer (Parakilas 20).
Another of Bach’s sons, however, was an early adopter of the piano for public use.
Johann Christian Bach, often referred to as “the London Bach,” was involved with something of
a revolution that saw the piano’s popularity grow dramatically in the 1760s (Parakilas 20). By
this decade, the piano had reached more urban cities such as Vienna, Paris, and especially
London where J.C. Bach and others had begun to feature it in their concerts. This is partly a
result of the immigration of German keyboard builders to England. One such manufacturer,
Johannes Zumpe, developed a “square” piano, which contained a slightly simplified mechanical
design that allowed the instrument to be made and sold for cheaper (Parakilas 21). This
increased availability of the instrument in sophisticated, urban settings quickly allowed it to
reach the public’s ears, especially of musicians who began to realize the dynamic and phrasing

capabilities they were unable to achieve with harpsichords. Soon, concert halls became packed
with amateur musicians, who were captivated by how expressively the professionals could play
on the new pianoforte (Parakilas 23). This increased its popularity further, as music publishers
found they could capitalize on the public’s interest and sell music intended for home use. Such
publications would often take the form of an “accompanied sonata,” a relatively simple piano
sonata that included a melody line for violin or similar featured instrument. These were aimed
largely at amateurs who would likely perform these duets in their homes for guests, showing off
the piano’s ability to imitate the capabilities of an orchestra accompanying a soloist (Parakilas
23).
This then brings us back to the music itself, how keyboard instruments have been
utilized, and how compositional styles evolved alongside instrument technology. The piano’s rise
to prominence in the mid-to-late 1700s coincided with the transition from the Baroque era into
what we call the Classical era today. The harpsichord’s style of playing all notes at equal volume
fit well into the music of the Baroque era. This period was markedly defined by its polyphonic
music, a texture in which multiple melodies occur simultaneously, as in the thousands of fugues
written for all manner of ensembles by J.S. Bach and countless others. The harpsichord was
ideal in this setting, as a single performer could produce these interwoven melodies without
inadvertently emphasizing one over another, creating the complex style that was so desirable at
the time. The piano, on the other hand, is perfectly capable of emphasizing a particular melody
above other components of a composition. Consider the following two examples:

(Bach)

(Mozart)

These are two very well known pieces of music in pedagogical circles, taught to (and perhaps
dreaded by) piano students around the world today. The first is Bach’s Two-Part Invention No. 1
in C Major; the second is Mozart’s Piano Sonata No. 16, also in C Major. First, the Bach is very
aptly named, as the ‘two parts’ refer literally to the right hand part and the left hand part,
immediately placing equal importance on the two components. The right hand begins alone with
the opening sixteenth note melody, which is then repeated two beats later in left hand, one
octave lower. The same practice occurs in the second measure as well, where the right hand
(beginning on the second sixteenth note) plays G A B C A B G, which is repeated in left hand
again two beats later and one octave lower. From there, the two melodies continue imitating
each other at times, but also varying slightly so that they still work in harmony together. This
creates that polyphonic texture in which two (and often more) melodies are played concurrently,
and although they do create a sense of harmony, harmony isn’t really the main focus, but rather
the interaction between multiple moving voices. Contrastingly, the Mozart piece comes to us as
an unmistakable example of Classical era writing. Even without necessarily having heard this
particular piece, a student of music would likely notice that the right hand plays a distinct
melody, while the left hand has a repetitive arpeggio pattern. First of all, even the melody itself
shows movement away from Baroque style, as in the first four measures we see a very lyrical
motif. Of course, that’s not to say that Baroque music couldn’t be lyrical. Earlier compositions
had plenty of beautiful, lyrical writing, but in the realm of keyboard music it would have often
taken the form of the exposition at the beginning of a fugue, followed by further repetition and

development of that initial theme. Although the Mozart piece certainly does go on to develop
and modulate throughout the work, the key difference is in the accompaniment, and even just
the fact that there is one. Rather than polyphonically reintroducing the melody in a different
voice, Mozart begins right away with a true accompaniment part, something that doesn’t really
sound very interesting on its own, but creates a sense of harmony and drives the rhythm
forward. This takes the form of what is known as Alberti Bass.
Alberti Bass is a common accompaniment figure used in Classical keyboard
compositions, named after Venetian composer Domenico Alberti. Though he is sometimes
credited with inventing this pattern, it is more likely that he simply popularized it by using it
extensively in his compositions (Wilson). In terms of music theory, Alberti Bass is a relatively
simple accompaniment pattern. With a given chord that the composer wishes to use, the
practice is to take the notes of that chord and arpeggiate them in a continuously repeating
pattern of low-high-middle-high. Looking again at the Mozart example above, the entire first
measure consists only of pitches from a C Major chord. In this case, the Alberti Bass pattern is
then C G E G written as eighth notes. This continues for as long as that tonality lasts, in this
case until the second measure, where the pattern changes briefly to D G F G. These pitches,
along with the B in the melody above, create a G7 tonality, which again resolves back to C
Major on beat 3 of the same measure. Of interesting note is that one possible reason for Alberti
to have used this so extensively, leading to its popularity, is the composer’s ability level as a
performer. Though he was considered talented in Venice in his time, he didn’t (and still hasn’t)
otherwise achieved wide recognition for his compositions and was actually partly known then as
an amateur singer (Van Boer 41). This repetitive arpeggio pattern then makes sense, as it would
have been very accessible to a capable, but not necessarily professional keyboardist. Although
this style is simpler, Alberti managed to draw enough attention to it to allow it to become a
dominant practice in the Classical era, becoming adopted by bigger-name composers such as
Mozart, Haydn, and many others.

Getting back to instrumentation, this widespread adoption of Alberti Bass coincided
perfectly with the rise of the piano. This style of composition is well suited to the practice of
emphasizing melody over accompaniment, as melodies became written almost exclusively in
right hand, with the left hand taking the supporting role. Since the harpsichord plays all notes at
the same volume, a piece of music written in this style wouldn’t work as well. The melody and
accompaniment would sound equal throughout, with the repetitive nature of the bass pattern
likely causing the piece to sound very monotonous. With a piano however, a performer can not
only emphasize the melody by simply applying more force to those notes, but can also vary their
playing of the accompaniment, meaning that even such a repetitive style can achieve a dynamic
and well-rounded interpretation. Indeed, these newfound abilities began a revolution in the
keyboard world and allowed the piano to quickly overtake previous instruments. So successful
was the piano in these last few decades that by the end of the eighteenth century, production of
harpsichords “was to stop altogether” (Parakilas 25).
Through this time of transition, let us again consider Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Johann
Sebastian’s second surviving son. C.P.E. is quoted as saying that “[he] had no other teacher
than [his] father,” and while many of his compositions are similar in style to his father’s, C.P.E.
came to inhabit a time when tastes were changing and composers began to have different
motivations (Tomes 27). J.S. Bach was of course known as a church organist and music
director, whose music was inspired by his Lutheran faith. Even when writing secular music, he
considered his work as a composer to be done to the glory of God. C.P.E. though, grew up in a
time when secular values were becoming more mainstream, and he associated himself with
scholars and philosophers of the German Enlightenment. Composers in this time began to feel
that through their music they could “aim to communicate directly with listeners, letting audiences
understand and share their musical emotions” (Tomes 27). This shows a shift in attitude towards
what music could mean, wherein expressing oneself as a composer became fashionable. C.P.E.
was known for being a very good improviser on the keyboard, and while improvisation was not a

new practice, it was coming to be thought of as a stream of consciousness, demonstrating how
the improviser is currently feelling. Composers would often take such an improvisation and later
organize it into a written work, such as C.P.E.’s Free Fantasy. While this composition does make
use of recurring themes and motifs, it is characterized by “unpredictable and startling changes
of key, mood and volume which his father would probably have considered unfocused” (Tomes
28).
With all that said, C.P.E. Bach was actually not a pianist: he worked as a court-appointed
harpsichordist for Frederick the Great in Berlin and actually personally preferred the clavichord
(Tomes 28). While his instrument of choice may not have been the piano, his thinking about
music and composition signals the general shifting of things during this period. This brings us
finally to some composers who did use the piano. According to author and renowned pianist
Susan Tomes, Mozart and Haydn were the first “great” composers to write specifically for the
new instrument that was coming to be a dominant force (33). By the mid-to-late 1780s, both
composers owned pianos, for which some of their greatest works were written. Mozart is known
to have purchased one of his own by 1785, and so greatly did he appreciate using it that he had
this very instrument carried down from his second floor apartment to be used in every one of his
performances (Tomes 33). Haydn too was drawn to the piano and might have even had access
to it earlier than Mozart. The aristocratic Esterhazy family by which Haydn was employed
evidently owned a piano as early as 1781, but it wouldn’t be until 1788 that Haydn would buy
one of his own (Tomes 33). This position as a court composer for the Esterhazy estate (in
modern-day Hungary) did put Haydn slightly behind the times. He is known to have felt quite
isolated, separated from the rest of the musical community simply by the barrier of his
geographic distance from the cities (Tomes 37). Because of this, and although his employers
owned one, Haydn wasn’t really exposed to the piano quite as early or as fully as other
composers were. Similarly, the pianos at that time were not standardized and would vary by
maker and location, all meaning that he wasn’t really as enamored with it at the beginning. In

the early 1790s however, Haydn was able to make two visits to London. On the first of these
trips, he encountered newer and bigger grand pianos made by the Broadwood company. At this
point, it seems as if everything changed. For one thing, Broadwood had begun making pianos
with six octaves, unlike earlier pianos and harpsichords that only had five (Tomes 37). With
these instruments’ bigger sound and extended range, Haydn suddenly began writing more
ambitious keyboard music with greater harmonic freedom. During his second visit to London,
this time in 1794, he composed his Piano Sonata in E Flat Major, which again according to
Susan Tomes is Haydn’s “finest.” This particular sonata is written with a “bravura” style,
technically difficult and with several contrasting key changes (Tomes 37-38). While it is normal
for music to modulate through different tonalities, the E Flat Sonata makes several startling
changes. For example (see image below), the second movement begins suddenly in E major.
More commonly the second movement would be expected to jump to a closely related key,
usually a fourth or fifth away, in this case such as A flat or B flat major.

(Haydn)

While this wouldn’t sound bad to our modern ears, simply kicking the key up a half step is an
unusual step to take that would have made for a surprising contrast. Even within this same
movement, Haydn then changes keys again, this time to G major (last measure seen below).

Cleverly, he begins the new section with pitches from the E minor scale (which is the relative
minor of G major afterall). This wouldn’t seem so strange, as to the listener it would seem as if

the piece is simply changing from major to minor, however Haydn only does this to make the
transition smoother, and then brings us unmistakably to G major:

These are just some of the components of this composition that show a notable new style of
writing, specially suited to the piano. Even just in the two measures seen above, we see a few
markings that show very pianistic writing that wouldn’t have been possible on a harpsichord. In
the first measure of the right hand, Haydn writes a simple V7-I cadence, with an accent on the
V7. Any moderately seasoned musician today would immediately know how to phrase this, with
more emphasis or weight on the first chord, resolving then to the second. At the same time
however, there is a crescendo accompanying the ascending chromatic line in the left hand. This
is another interesting new implication, as on the piano it is actually possible to do. In
harpsichord writing, such a chromatic passage could potentially still exist, perhaps leading us to
a new key, but here it actually functions specifically as a melody. The crescendo indicates that
the melody increases in volume as it ascends, adding another layer over the pitches
themselves, a novel idea to keyboard writing in the eighteenth century. These new techniques
give the piece a more nuanced sense of direction, making good use of the piano’s unique
capabilities and serving as truly indicative of this new Classical style of writing that has taken
hold.
Beyond Haydn, other composers such as Mozart and their contemporaries had of course
adopted the piano and the Classical style, with greater expression at the keyboard. One could
write an entire paper just about the similarities and differences between Haydn and Mozart
alone (not to mention their friendship), so let us now jump forward slightly to the next stage:
Ludwig Van Beethoven. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the piano had “developed

greater power and expressive range,” and attitudes about music had again begun to evolve
(Tomes 59). Beethoven proved to be a central figure at this time, remembered as having great
influence over other composers and the musical world. A key element in this was the way he
saw himself as an artist. One memorable example is the court case in which Beethoven
attempted to gain custody of his nephew, Karl. The court questioned whether Beethoven was of
noble birth, to which he answered that his nobility was “here and here,” motioning to his head
and heart (Tomes 59). While this case wasn’t questioning the legitimacy of Beethoven’s music,
one could imagine that his ability to care for an underage relative would very likely bring his
career as a musician under review. This proclamation then showed a clear belief that his spirit
and intellect were just as noble as any birth status, legitimizing the concept of the artist as a
respectable calling. But what does this mean for the piano? Beethoven’s elevation of music as
something to be respected was not only meant to elevate the artist, but also the instruments
which would play their compositions. Afterall, the instruments are the tools that artists use to
express themselves in most cases.
Perhaps most well-known of Beethoven’s compositions by society at large today are
some of his symphonies, such as his Fifth or Ninth (the latter of which we know as Ode to Joy).
He did however make great use of the piano as well, taking advantage of its capabilities.
Interestingly, he wrote a number of sonatas for piano and violin, with the instruments being listed
specifically in that order in the titles (Tomes 59). Beethoven played both of those instruments
himself, and while it’s possible he didn’t mean anything by listing the piano first, it’s also quite
possible that he did it deliberately, as listing the violin first would naturally imply that the
composition was a sonata for violin, with the piano only serving to accompany it. Indeed,
Beethoven treats the two instruments as equal in these sonatas, engaging them in a sort of
dialogue. Consider the example below:

(Beethoven)

This is the opening section of his Sonata no. 5 (opus 24, composed 1801) of his Sonatas for
Pianoforte and Violin. In the first nine measures, the violin has the melody, with the piano
offering an accompaniment in the form of a repetitive arpeggio pattern. Beethoven then does
something interesting to turn things around. The violin rests in measure 10, giving way for the
piano to play a sudden scale, leading to measure 11. Here, the piano then repeats the melody
the violin played at the beginning, while the violin suddenly steps back, actually repeating the
simple arpeggios that the piano originally had. This might not seem terribly groundbreaking, but
it definitely highlights the skills of the keyboardist, putting the piano on level footing with the
violin in this case and not featuring either instrument as a soloist but creating a true duet. This
again is a good example of the piano’s advantages over the harpsichord. The piano is capable

of being played more softly when the violinist is showing off, but can then give a more vigorous
sound when needed, without any mechanical changes necessary, only requiring the keyboardist
to simply play louder. I should however note that although I’ve considered the piano’s ability to
easily play louder, and there is indeed a crescendo written in measure 10 above, the piano’s
turn with the melody is in fact again marked piano in measure 11. This only further exemplifies
the instrument’s expressive qualities, as the performer is able to gradually increase in volume
during the scale, only to suddenly drop back, all being executed only by deliberate touch of the
pianist’s fingers on the keys. Again, such nuanced expression wouldn’t be possible with the
plucking mechanism of the harpsichord, which would likely have relegated it solely to
accompaniment had that been the instrumentation available to Beethoven. This piece shows
clear respect for the piano not just as a harmonic instrument, but as a melodic instrument as
well, serving a very collaborative role.
Shortly after Beethoven’s death in 1827 we see the transition from the Classical to the
Romantic era in this Western musical sphere. The compositional advancements later in
Beethoven’s life are sometimes considered to have actually started the Romantic period, though
that’s an entire story for another time. Nonetheless, the period leading into the mid-nineteenth
century was a colorful time for the piano that brought new innovations to both piano construction
and the music written for it. One composer from this time that it would be remiss not to mention
is, of course, Franz Liszt. Living from 1811 to 1886, Liszt was something of a monumental figure
who essentially redefined what it meant to be a pianist. He cultivated a reputation for himself
based not just on his artistic merit, but also on his personality. Before concerts, Liszt would
mingle with the audience members and charm them with conversation. During the ensuing
performances he would render “thrilling” arrangements of other composers’ music and perform
his own compositions “so theatrically that some listeners used to faint with emotion” (Tomes
134). He would sometimes even go as far as tossing his silk gloves into the audience to be
fought over by fans as part of his theatrical persona that could be compared to that of modern

rockstars. Importantly though, one other accomplishment of Liszt’s was to popularize the style of
concert in which just a single performer played, rather than mixed concerts featuring different
acts in turn (Tomes 133-134). Of course this was partly a means for Liszt to avoid sharing the
spotlight, but it also had the effect of further promoting the piano as a soloistic instrument,
possessing the gravitas necessary for such a performance.
The fact that all this was possible is partly due to further advancements in piano
manufacturing throughout the nineteenth century. The most important new aspects were in
relation to the instrument’s tone quality, produced by a more robust construction. Liszt, in
response to a letter from the Steinway & Sons piano company, mentions how the “vibrating
body” of the instrument was “bent into form out of one continuous piece,” producing a
“magnificent result in the volume and quality of sound” (Liszt). This larger, richer sound could
only further solidify the practically universal appeal of the piano. In the 1870s French novelist
Gustave Flaubert described the piano as “indispensable in a salon,” and in the early twentieth
century, just a few decades later, American President Calvin Coolidge is quoted as saying “we
cannot imagine a model New England home without the family Bible on the table and the family
piano in the corner” (Tomes 2-3). Though likely serving a political agenda, President Coolidge’s
placement of the piano on the same level of importance as the Bible is nonetheless telling of
just how interwoven into society the instrument had become, even giving it a note of spiritual
importance similar to how Beethoven felt a century earlier.
By this point, the instrument itself had finished developing and settled into what we
would consider the modern piano. This allowed for it to become a common denominator, a
dependable instrument that would bear witness to the rapid changes and invention of different
musical styles that would continue through the twentieth century to today. The finalized version
of the piano, including the now well-established equal temperament tuning system, allowed
composers to experiment with tonality more than ever before. During the late nineteenth
century, new movements in music began to develop that challenged Classical music structure,

wherein composers would use harmony in new ways. One such example is Leoš Janáček who,
though largely a vocal composer, wrote a great volume of piano music in the first decade or so
of the twentieth century. Janacek’s compositions are marked by blending major and minor
harmonies, using “mysterious-sounding modes,” arranged in unpredictable phrases of five bars,
then three bars, etc. (Tomes 191-192). Such unusual practices now even demonstrate how the
piano can still be a greatly expressive instrument even absent traditional harmonies and rhythm.
Similarly, and particularly notable in the United States, is the piano’s role in jazz music.
For one, jazz grew out of the African American community, proving that the piano is not just a
white/European person’s instrument. The beginnings of jazz started with ragtime music by
composers such as Scott Joplin, a style of music that usually featured solo piano, and was “the
earliest instrumental African-American music to be welcomed into the mainstream (i.e. white)
culture” (Tomes 293). While ragtime generally had a specific compositional form that a song had
to follow, pianists soon began to use more of the piano’s range and place greater emphasis on
improvisation. By the 1920s, other mainly African American pianists such as Fats Waller
(1904-1943) continued to expand the harmonies used in their music, adding new harmonic
color, utilizing the piano’s many capabilities (Tomes 298). This meant a lot of playing by ear and
going with the flow, in a way harkening back to the Baroque days, as mentioned earlier, to the
practice of continuo keyboardists only being given the basic shape of a piece of music, and then
filling out the harmonies and rhythms as they wished.These styles, among countless others, put
the piano to great use today, with its ability to play in any key and serve in solo and collaborative
roles alike.
We’ve explored how keyboard technology has evolved and how the music has evolved
with it. This brings up an interesting question however: while instrument makers and composers
of music have made new innovations over the centuries, the music of the past does still exist.
How then should we treat it? Some may postulate that a piece of music written for harpsichord,
before the piano even existed, should naturally only be performed on a harpsichord. This initially

seems reasonable, but this paper has demonstrated the ways in which the piano has essentially
replaced the harpsichord in general. There are ensembles that specialize in “early” music,
performing compositions from the Renaissance through the Classical eras on period-accurate
instruments. They do certainly have value in the musical community today, but how many
musicians outside of those circles own, or even have access to, a harpsichord? Most schools,
performance venues, and many private residences today have pianos in them, and the piano is
therefore the instrument that professional and amateur musicians would be playing on,
regardless of the age of a given composition. Is this appropriate? Most pianists seem to think
that yes, it’s acceptable. Susan Tomes presents the argument that “pianists have always
claimed that [Bach’s] music sounds just as good if not better on the modern piano.” She also
makes the case that Bach was a “practical person” and was “open-minded about exactly what
instrument was used,” reminding us that his keyboard compositions didn’t usually indicate
whether they were to be played on harpsichord, clavichord, or even organ, leaving this matter
open-ended (Tomes 13). Who then is to say that Bach and others would mind if their music is
played on the modern piano? Today’s instruments have a bigger range and dynamic abilities
than those of the Baroque, but that only means there is greater room for interpretation. One
might even go as far as to say that if Bach had had access to the pianos of today, he may very
well have enjoyed writing for it, just as composers of later generations have.
Concert pianist Charles Rosen makes a great case for the music of Bach to be played
on the piano. Rosen states:
[T]he actual instrument one uses is nowhere near as important in Bach's music as it
would be in, say, a work by Debussy…Bach didn't really care that much about his
sonorities. He was capable of taking one of his violin concertos and making it into a
keyboard concert, then taking the same work and arranging it for organ and chorus. In
whatever guise, it remains the same piece. (qtd. in Page 26)

Bach, or any composer for that matter, wrote the melody and harmony the way they did,
even if it was with a particular instrument(ation) in mind, but it is quite common for a given
composition to be arranged for different ensembles in all styles. That doesn’t change the music,
just its presentation. Rosen even goes on to bring up Wendy Carlos and her Switched on Bach
album that was released in 1968. This was a pioneering album in which Carlos recorded several
pieces by Bach using a Moog synthesizer, challenging listeners’ expectations and even
demonstrating the versatility of his music. For the sake of this argument, let us even consider
the harpsichordist William Neil Roberts. In 1972, Roberts released an album (amusingly titled
Great Scott!) in which he performed many ragtime compositions of Scott Joplin, which were
definitely written for piano, on a harpsichord. While this is an unusual example, it goes to show
that this can go both ways, with ‘keyboard’ music being relatively universal among the different
instruments available.
From the earliest harpsichords to the nine-foot concert grands of today, the keyboard
has been an indispensable part of Western music through all of its iterations. The piano evolved
out of the desire for dynamic control, while music continued to evolve happily making use of the
new instruments available as it did. The keyboard has proven itself to be versatile and lasting,
and will likely continue to inspire and foster musical innovation in the generations of musicians
to come.
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